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them under hoodoo doctor Luke Turner(198-202),and omitting discussion of them: "Istudied under Turnerfive months and learned all
of the Leveau routines," she states, but does not tell what they are,
for, she claims, "in this book all of the works of any doctor cannotbe
given" (202).
Before revealing her experiences with Kitty Brown, another New
Orleans hoodoo doctor, the narrator cites several conjure stories
which she tells us "illustrate the attitude of Negroes of the Deep
South" (231),but also testify to the effectivenessof Kitty'sspells. All
the evidence in this section of the book is circumstantialand no proof
is given, yet no other explanationor analysis of the phenomena is offered either. Letting other eyewitnesses testify first, the narratorcan
both claim and disclaim the efficacy of hoodoo-and the accumulation of testimonies preparesher audience for her own eyewitness account. As on the porches of Eatonvilleand Polk County,the narrator
again mediates a position between educated observer and curious
participantin order to dispel her audience'sskepticism.
In TellMy Horse,Hurston extends her strategy to confrontthe audience's disbelief in voodoo. First,she insists that the religion is too
complex and comprehensiveto explain in one book: "Thiswork does
not pretend to give a full accountof eithervoodoo or voodoo gods. It
would require several volumes.... Voodoo in Haiti has gathered
about itself more detail of gods and rites than the Catholicchurchhas
in Rome" (131).Then, like the narratorin MulesandMen,she corroborates her observations of zombies with personal testimonies, "but
without using actualnames to avoid embarrassingthe families of the
victims" (192-94).Third,she narratesher own witnessing of a zombie
in a hospital and verifies the accountwith a photograph.Throughout
the text, photos of voodoo ceremonies and dances are interspersed,
giving the book a kind of travelogue appearance.Hurston can assert
that she was actually present at these events with the pictures to
prove it.
The author uses another more subtle means of challenging the
reader's skepticism, which she embeds within the narrative itself.
The readeridentifies with Hurston as narrator/characterin her travel adventure as she first remains doubtful about the existence of
voodoo. At one point in the book, she explains how she is assuredby
upper class Haitians that zombies are only a myth (181). Soon after, of

course, she becomes an eyewitness to one, and the word of her educated hosts is in doubt. Laterin the book, beforeshe goes to visit a bocor,or voodoo priest, her yard boy is frightenedby what he tells her
are the "cochongris,"a secret society,whom he claims wants to eat his
baby. When another upper class Haitian visits Hurston, he learns
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what Joseph has told her, and Hurston overhears him berating
Joseph for "tell[ing]a foreigner,who might go off and say bad things
about Haiti such things" (203).The scene closes with the visitor and
Hurston assuring each other that they understand "figures of
speech," and the reader is left to wonder whether again the upper
class Haitians are trying to hide something from the narrator.Sure
enough, in the next few pages Hurstondescribesher horrifyingexperience attending a meeting of a secret society.Throughoutthe narrative, Hurston is dissuaded from pursuing informationabout voodoo
or the cochongris,which only makes her-and the reader-more curious and determined in the search.
Another way Hurston reveals the complexity of the "primitive"
cultures she documents is to foregroundoral expressionin her narratives, implicitly questioning the perceived superiority of written literature.In MulesandMen,we see a blurringbetween oral and written
language in the constructionof the narrativeframe.The "conflict"of
the plot, the competition among tale tellers, dramatizes the African
practiceof "the dozens," or what Henry Louis Gates defines as "that
age-old black ritual of graceful insult" (293).The tales told often reflect the nature of the "talkinggame" on the porch. For example, in
ChapterTwo, the men and women of Eatonvillecompete for linguistic primacy. The sexual battle on the porch is replayed in the tales.
One storyteller,Gene, asserts, "hertongue is all de weapon a woman
got" (30), prompting Mathilda to tell "why women always take advantage of men" with the well-known "keys to the kingdom" folktale. It seems that even in the content of the tales they tell, the women
lose. In "the keys to the kingdom" tale, woman might control man's
access to the bedroom, the kitchen, and the cradle with the keys the
Devil teaches her to use, but her power is strictly limited to the domestic sphere. Furthermore,Hurston makes the next performancein
the chapter a song by Jack that describes one man courting three
women. Although the narratorof the song might be "in hell" with
"thatpretty Johnson gal" in the last verse, he has still enjoyed the attentions of three differentlovers with impunity.
But the tale-telling sessions also reveal women subtly resisting the
patriarchalculture. The chapter ends in a dialogue and exchange of
insults between a brotherand sisterwhich the sisterwins. She has the
last word, while he, finally overcome by all the coon-dick he has
drunk "mumbl[es] down in to his shirt and [goes] to sleep" (37). In
this particulartale-telling session, as in others throughout the book,
Hurston's literaryconstructionmirrorsand comments upon the verbal gaming the narratorobserves, revealing complex linguistic prac-
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tices of oral expression, as well as documenting the relative roles and
status shared between the sexes.
The overall narrative structure of Tell My Horse deceptively appears as simpler than Hurston's earlier ethnography, since it is mostly straightforward first person travelogue. But here as well, the author incorporates orality into the written account of her observations.
She does this by breaking codes of standard ethnography-she includes her own opinions and reactions to the cultures in a kind of
breezy, conversational style that defies objective reportage.8With her
side comments and matter-of-fact generalizations, she might be a
precursor to today's roaming television commentators. More significantly, Hurston introduces post-modern ethnographic techniques after discarding Boasian models. She includes dialogues and scenes in
Tell My Horse which reveal her interference in the culture she observes. In Jamaica she insists upon going on a wild boar hunt (31) and
even builds a stove for her hosts who have never owned one (23).
Surely these actions would be considered unauthorized influence by
ethnographers of the modern period. But Hurston includes the interaction and dialogues she engages in with her hosts to reveal not only
the mutual exchange of cultural information, but also her self-reflexive stance. Tell My Horse becomes part diary in addition to travelogue, political commentary, and ethnographic description. This
loosely structured, mixed genre represents a different way of transmitting oral data by replicating the ethnographer's reactions instead
of censoring them for an illusory, "objective" style.9
By validating the "primitive" culture she studies, Hurston implicitly questions western cultural practices which deny supernatural experiences in favor of rational, objective knowing-and, thus, her narratives begin to interrogate the validity of Boasian ethnography itself.
In the last two chapters of TellMy Horse, Hurston visits Dr. Reser, a
white American man who has become a revered voodoo priest
throughout Haiti. He is loved and trusted by the Haitians, because he
acts as their friend, not their superior (247). He tells Hurston about
his belief in voodoo gods from "several instances of miraculous
cures, warning, foretelling of events and prophecies" (256). Then he
describes to her his experiences of being possessed:
Incident piled on incident.A new personalityburned up the one that
had eaten supper with us. His blue-grayeyes glowed, but at the same
time they drew far back into his head as if they went inside to gaze on
things kept in a secretplace.After awhile he began to speak.He told of
marvelous revelations of the Brave Guede cult. And as he spoke, he
moved fartherand fartherfrom known land and into the territoryof
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myths and mists. Before our very eyes, he walked out of his Nordic
body and changed. Whatever the stuff of which the soul of Haiti is
made, he was that.... (257)
Here Hurston not only illustrates the doctor's willingness and ability
to experience mysticism, but also the relative nature of culture itself.
Under Franz Boas, Hurston had helped to prove that race and culture
were not synonymous. In this scene, Reser becomes Haitian by fully
accepting his adopted society's cultural practices; his "race" is culturally constructed.
Nevertheless, despite Hurston's eager participation in Jamaican
and Haitian culture, she does not take the final step of becoming part
of the culture, as Dr. Reser does. In TellMy Horse and Mules and Men,
she maintains the status of outside observer, interested and sympathetic, but still removed. Both books close with folktales-or primary
ethnographic data-(Tell My Horse ends with Dr. Reser's tale, "God
and the Pintards"), and Hurston affirms her position as cultural interpreter. She explains to the reader: "[b]ut the most important reason
why I never tried to get my information second-hand out of Dr. Reser
was because I consider myself amply equipped to go out in the field
and get it myself" (252). So although throughout her narrative she
questions accepted ethnographic techniques and challenges their assumptions of objectivity, she still represents herself as a fieldworker
in the end, a consummate outsider-insider.
While not celebrated as an ethnic or ethnographic author like
Hurston, Mary Austin, nonetheless, uses ethnographic methods in
her fiction. An autodidact, she immersed herself in Native American
culture, through participating in its rituals and studying its literature.
She familiarized herself with anthropological terminology and methods. Like Hurston's Mules and Men and Tell My Horse, Austin's first
two collections of short fiction, The Landof Little Rain (1903) and Lost
Borders(1909), depict the relationship between narrator and tale as a
function of the participant-observer relationship. It is important to
note that Austin, while sympathetic and knowledgeable about Native American culture, was nevertheless Caucasian and thus unable
to participate or validate her experiences as completely as Hurston
could in studying her own Eatonville neighbors for Mules and Men.'0
To overcome the handicap of her outsider status, Austin often poses
as witness and listener. She does so not only in individual narratives
like "The Land" and "The Woman at the Eighteen Mile," but also to
introduce collections of tales. The BasketWoman(1910), subtitled Fanciful TalesforChildren,establishes the author as listener in the preface:
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I know that the story of the Coyote-Spiritis true because the Basket
Womantold it to me, and evidently believed it. She said she had seen
Coyote-Spiritsherselfin SalineValleyand at FishLake.I know thatthe
story of the CrookedFir is true,because if you come up the Kearsarge
trail with me I can show you the very tree where the White BarkPine
stood; for I was one of the party that took it on its travels over the
mountain:and the rest of the storiesare all as true as these. (vi-vii).

By establishing a relationship with her "subjects" through listening and watching, Austin attempts to shift the emphasis away from
her own ethnicity; still her anxiety about an authentic voice is evident. Contrary to Hurston, whose shifting viewpoints often playfully
tease the skeptical audience (as in the Sis Cat tale), Austin's multivocal narratives become a means of validating the original sources of
the author/narrator's information.
Austin's stories often contain multiple layers of narration through
hearsay and gossip. Like Hurston's Zora, Austin's narrators call into
question the "truth" of the "data" presented, but instead of challenging the accuracy of the tales themselves by calling them "lies," they
withhold crucial information from the audience or claim incomplete
or contradictory knowledge. Perhaps by doing so, Austin hopes to
tempt her readers into the mystery of her tale much in the way that
Hurston teases her audience by conflating narrator and character
"Zora."
In "The Walking Woman, "the last story in Lost Borders,the narrator learns of the elusive wandering woman about whom she writes
"by report" when she stops at various places on her travels. She
wants to meet the walking woman in person, for one reason, because
people disagree about whether or not she is comely or if she limps.
The narrator, it seems, mistrusts her sources more than her audience.
In this story and in others, the narrator pursues a "trail"of hearsay in
order to find her plot and confirm the truth behind it. In "The Woman
at the Eighteen Mile," an earlier story in the collection, the narrator
confesses, "from the moment of hearing of the finding of Lang's body
at Dead Man's Spring, I knew I had struck upon the trail of the story"
(203). Often the story the narrator wants to tell is not the typical male
adventure of a lost explorer or a discovery of a mine in the desert; instead, as in "The Walking Woman" and "The Woman at the Eighteen
Mile," it is a portrait of a mysterious individual, whose life may not
be glamorous, but whose survival on the harsh desert landscape is
remarkable. Following trails to stories becomes the overall plot structure or frame of Austin's story collections. Through these shifting
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and mediating points of view Austin foregrounds the act of collecting
their story material as much as the tales themselves.
Like Hurston, Austin reveals the unreliability of her narrator. We
see this strategy especially in the opening story of Lost Borders,"The
Land." The narrator recounts an incident when a friend brings her a
potsherd and tells her that she "ought to find a story about [it] somewhere" (158). She replies that she will, rather, invent a story about it,
which she proceeds to do. Later, after she has told the story and published it in a magazine, strangers approach her and confirm its truth,
telling her how her version differs from the accepted one. The narrator then admits, "By this time, you understand, I had begun to believe the story myself" (158). This revelation reverses the narrative
act: life imitates fiction. The audience's trust in the narrator is lost if
the very nature of the tale-telling is called into question at the beginning of the book.
Hurston's careful depiction of hoodoo as an arcane but not ersatz
religion affirms her stance as cultural relativist. Austin, likewise, celebrates Amerindian cultural practices and mysticism through her invocations of the mysterious influences of the desert and her depictions of wise Native American women. In the preface to The Land of
Little Rain she writes:
I confess to a great liking for the Indianfashion of name-giving:every
man known by that phrase which best expresseshim to whoso names
him.... For if I love a lake known by the name of a man who discovered it, which endearsitself by reasonof the close-lockedpines it nourishes about its borders, you may look in my account to find it so described. But if the Indians have been there before me, you shall have
their name, which is always beautifully fit and does not originate in
the poor human desire for perpetuity. (3)
Naming instead of possessing land is a repeated motif in Austin's
short fiction. "Not the law, but the land sets the limit," the narrator
asserts in "The Land of Little Rain" (9). The desert is associated with
Amerindian culture and figured as impenetrable by Austin. Her
characters are often overcome by "desertness" which moves them beyond the boundaries of "civilization" or white man's culture. In "The
Land," the interaction of two cultures is again emphasized by the dichotomy between law and nature. Out there where "the law and
landmarks fail together...almost anything might happen" (156). Actually, beyond the borders is where Austin gathers her stories. But the
land that Indians inhabit, the desert, is also treacherous, for it claims
both lives and souls. While celebrating its beauty, the narrator also
cautions against its power. Austin's narrative strategy, like Hurston's,
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invites readers to identify with the mysterious allure of the landscape
and the people who inhabit it, while simultaneously undercutting
their own bias of cultural superiority.
In her stories about Native American women, particularly "The
Basket Woman," Austin makes implicit cultural comparisons in order
to authenticate Amerindian culture. Seyavi, the basket woman, has
"set her wit to fend for herself and her young son" (The Landof Little
Rain 93) after the death of her mate, and she does so by selling baskets. The narrator describes Seyavi's art of basket making by comparing it to white woman's hairstyling: "In our kind of society, when a
woman ceases to alter the fashion of her hair, you guess that she has
passed the crisis of her experience.... The Indian woman gets nearly
the same personal note in the pattern of her baskets" (95). The irony
here is unmistakable; Austin elevates Native American art by re-contextualizing it in familiar terms and trivializing white culture as a result.
The narrator describes Seyavi's basket designs, which have "a
touch beyond cleverness" (95), and explains how when Seyavi cuts
"willows for baskets the soul of the weather [goes] into the wood"
(96), something readers can only understand by owning one of her
creations. At the end of the story we are given what might seem to be
a pitiful picture of Seyavi, old and blind, sitting by the fire in the campoodie sharing gossip with her three other blind companions. But in
this description is also a tribute to her "spiritual ichor" (98) as well as
to the Indian way of life which allows her dignity to the end. Seyavi
remains part of the campoodie, and if her only privacy is in her blanket, she still "sits by the unlit hearth of her tribe and digests her life,
nourishing her spirit against the time of spirit's need..." (99).
Throughout Austin's fiction, in fact, the figure of the Indian basket
maker functions as a kind of chisera,or wise woman, for the narrator.
In The Basket WomanAustin introduces her as the real narrator of the
text, who retains primary authority over it; the author is only a
recorder of the stories she is told. As with Hurston, who learns secrets of hoodoo from Kitty Brown, Austin's narrators are initiated
into the mysteries of Native American culture through women.
Austin's stories similarly reflect the literary techniques of the culture she observes. In TheAmericanRhythm,she describes the effects of
her study of Amerindian speech on her writing. It has "given to [her]
literary style its best thing, a selective economy of phrase, and its
worst, a habit of doubling an idea back into its verbal envelope..."
(390). Here, I believe she is explaining the structure of her stories as
"trails," without traditional plot development. The motifs of landscape imagery in individual stories, coupled with the reappearance
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of characterslike the basketwoman and the pocket-hunter,constitute
the "doubling back," a Native American literary technique Paula
Gunn Allen discusses in "TheSacredHoop." One instance of recurrence can be noticed by juxtaposing Austin's first two collections of
stories, TheLandof LittleRainand LostBorders.The first story in each
describes the desert in essentially identical terms. In both, the land is
first invoked from the outsider's perspectiveas a wasteland, then revealed from the native view as mysterious and powerful. Another
motif reinforcingwhat Gunn Allen calls the "mysticaland psychic"
in Native American thought is Austin's image of the wise woman,
who, though not always Native American,seems to subscribeto Indian cultural values. In TheLandof LittleRainthis characteris represented by Seyavi, the basket maker,and in LostBordersshe is transfigured into the walking woman and the woman of the eighteen mile.
Such motifs in themselves are not peculiar to Native Americanliterary techniques,but their mystic quality underlinesaspects of the culture the author describes.
Austin's highly descriptive language conforms to her own study
of Native American poetic form which uses the "glyph"or "type of
Amerindian song which is lyric in its emotional quality and yet cannot be expressed by the simple lyric cry" as its primaryform (American Rhythm53-54).The lyricism of Austin's narrative,with its sometimes diffuse and even transcendentalimagery,simulates the form of
the glyph. Both the glyph and the "inter-communicativesilences"the
narratordescribes in "TheWalkingWoman"highlight aspects of Native American mysticism.

Austin's narrative frame also demonstrates the transference of
tales from spoken to written form. One SmokeStories(1934),the author's final collection of short fiction, are literally meant to be told
during the length of time it takes to smoke a ceremonial cigarette.
Genre is determined by the combinationof content plus culture, not
the other way around. For instance, she explains in the introduction,
"one-smoke stories are common to all who live in the area:the form
is so admirablyconceived for oral telling that all anecdote in the Indian country tends to fall into that shape, which accounts for my including in this collection tales of other peoples than Indians" (xiiixiv). The author develops her theory of the origins of genre furtherin
TheAmericanRhythm,when she explains the effects of landscape and
environment on literaryform.
Like Hurston in TellMy Horse,Austin questions scientific objectivity and affirmsthe relativenatureof culturein her fiction,without rejecting her own position as interpreterof it. "WhiteWisdom,"a tale
in One SmokeStories,epitomizes the author's ethnographic fiction.
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The story is narratedby a Ute Indian, an outsider to his audience of
Navahos, yet, like the author herself, no stranger,but ratheranother
"tribesman"who has sympathetic reasons for sharing his "telling"
(182). White "wisdom," as to be expected, is treacheryfor the Indians. Dan Kearny,the protagonist, is a supposed mixed-blood who
never fits completely into either white or Ute culture.Ultimately his
offer of marriageis rejectedby a white woman and he acceptshis Indian name of "Twice-Bitten."But while the story makes clear how
white culture threatensAmerindiansurvival, it does not affirmIndian culture unequivocally and thus avoids reverse ethnocentrism.Instead, the wisdom of the tale is representedthrough the foreknowledge of the chisera,the narrator'smother,who divines all along that
Dan is not Ute at all by blood, for his parents were both white. The
twist at the end of the story is not this revelation,however,but rather
that Dan's ethnic origin is irrelevant.He has lived as a Ute most of his
life; therefore,he has become one. LikeHurston'sDr.Reserin TellMy
Horse,Austin's characterillustratesthe relativenature of the culture.
One's race or membership in a particularsociety is not biologically
determined.
Finally,despite her deep, personalinvolvement with Native American mysticism, as an author, Austin, like Hurston, remains apart
from the culture she recordsin orderto maintainthe delicatebalance
between her subject and her audience. As adopted outsiders, Dr.
Reser and Dan Kearnyrepresentthe extremeof assimilationinto another culture. Posing as ethnographer/narratorsin the text, both authors circumventthe complete subjectivityof culturalimmersionexperienced by their characters.
Thus incorporatingoral and literarytechniques from the cultures
they studied, Zora Neale Hurston and MaryAustin developed original and complex literary forms. Their experiments with narrative
form constitute part of a new traditionof writing by women regionalists in the modern period-"ethnographic fiction." In addition to
Hurston and Austin, many of their contemporarieswere influenced
to a greater or lesser degree by the developing social science of anthropology."Tracingnarrativestrategies among these writers might
help reveal how the reading public received and accepted ideas of
cultural relativism. With new immigration restrictionsand a rising
tide of xenophobia occurringin the 1920sin the United States,the nation faced crucialdecisions about whether to become a "meltingpot"
(cultural assimilation) or a "salad bowl" (cultural relativism and
multiculturalism). Authors Hurston, Austin, and others, through
their ethnographic narratives,questioned the ethnocentrismof their
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dominant Anglo-European culture. These questions have resurfaced
in the 1980s and 1990s with a new generation of ethnic writers.
In fact, an important connection might be established between regional writers of the modern period and contemporary ethnic authors. Critics have explored Zora Neale Hurston's influence as a literary foremother for a generation of black women writers from Alice
Walker to Toni Morrison, but they often overlook her narrative strategies in favor of her heroic female plots. Mary Austin is often recognized as a precursor for Willa Cather and her novels about the southwest, but she is perhaps as much a model for Louise Erdich and Barbara Kingsolver, who depict Native Americans interacting with
white society. Today's ethnic authors can assume their audience is already familiar with multivocal narratives that question of objective
reportage and challenge ethnocentrism.
One example of the parallel between modernist and contemporary
ethnographic literature is Gloria Naylor's Mama Day (1988), which
explores the family and ancestry of an urban African American
woman. In the first few pages of the novel, the narrator introduces
the main characters and adds an anecdote about "Reema's boy," who
leaves his rural home on the island of Willow Springs to become "educated":
Look what happened when Reema's boy-the one with the pearshaped head-came hauling himself back from one of those fancy colleges mainside, dragginghis notebooksand tape recorderand a funny
way of curling up his lip and clickinghis teeth, all excited determined
to put Willow Springs on the map.... And then when he went around
asking us about 18 & 23, there weren't nothing to do but take pity on
him as he rattled on about "ethnography,""unique speech patterns,"
"culturalpreservation,"and whatever else he seemed to be getting so
much pleasure out of while talkinginto his little gray machine. (7)
One problem with Reema's boy, the narrator explains, is that he fails
to listen to the people of Willow Springs to understand their stories,
but instead arrives with pre-determined categories of analysis. Naylor's introduction is a cautionary for would-be ethnic authors. Zora
Neale Hurston and Mary Austin avoid the trap that Reema's boy falls
into of treating their subjects as objects. Like Naylor's narrator, they
know the pitfalls of appropriating the voice of the "other."Affirming
cultural and narrative relativity, their ethnographic fiction illustrates
a vital link between modernist regional literature and post-modern
multicultural texts.
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Notes
1.

See Manganaro's introductory chapter to Modernist Anthropology:From Fieldwork to Text, a collection of essays on modernist anthropology. He traces the
cross-disciplinary influences between the humanities and social sciences to
show how "anthropology vitally participated in the century's most important
cultural and...literary movement" (vi). Also included in this volume are essays considering Ruth Benedict's poetry and ethnography (Handler) and Margaret Mead's and Zora Neale Hurston's innovations in ethnographic reportage
(Gordon).
2. According to her biographer, Esther Stineman, Austin was a self-educated ethnologist; she sought out scholars in the field and corresponded with them
(172). Austin was probably familiar with Boas's theories from her wide reading in Native American ethnography. Ruppert confirms that in her contribution on aboriginal literature in the CambridgeHistory of AmericanLiteratureshe
quoted frequently from scientists such as Densmore, Fletcher, and Boas (255).
3. Later Hurston also suffered for disregarding accepted scientific methods.
When she wanted to begin work for her Ph.D. in anthropology in 1935, her
funding source, the Rosenwald Foundation, withdrew its support when it was
discovered that she would spend only three semesters in classes before fieldwork. Edwin Embree, the foundation's president, felt she needed more "discipline" in learning ethnographic methods. See Hemenway (208-10).
4. For a relevant discussion of postmodern ethnography and its relation to feminist theory, see Mascia-Lees, Sharpe, and Cohen. They argue that, unlike male
anthropologists, feminists have been aware of the presence of the "other" for
forty years. Only now are post-modern ethnographers (i.e., post-Boas) recognizing the need for the "other" to speak. Participant-observer anthropology,
while concerned with the relationship of the dominant to the culture observed,
nonetheless, still spoke from the position of the dominant (11).
5. I am indebted to Johnson for this critique of Hurston's outsider/insider status
in Mules and Men.
6. See Willis's chapter on Hurston, "Wandering: Zora Neale Hurston's Search for
Self and Method" (26-52). Willis explains how Mules and Men represents
Hurston's "specifying," or verbal one-upmanship, in written form (31). She
equates the author's "manners" in the Sis Cat tale with her aggressive writing
strategy (29). Johnson and Boxwell also analyze this tale. Johnson concludes:
"To turn one's own life into a trickster tale of which even the teller herself
might be the dupe certainly goes far in deconstructing the possibility of representing the truth of identity" (289), while Boxwell uses the image of Sis Cat to
underscore Hurston's self-representation as ethnographer in her text.
7. See Hemenway, who considers Tell My Horse as Hurston's "poorest book,
chiefly because of its form." He objects to naive political analysis, her chauvinism, and her inclusion of legend instead of historical fact (248-49).
8. See Gordon for more on how Hurston departs from standard ethnographic
genre in TellMy Horse.
9. This focus on self as both interpreter and creator of "data" resembles current
post-modern ethnographic techniques more than modernist methods. See, for
instance, Clifford.
10. See Rudnick and Ammons. Rudnick acknowledges Austin, Mabel Doge Luhan
and Alice Corbin Henderson's Anglo "patronizing" control over a subordinate
culture but also affirms the positive exposure these artists gave Native Ameri-
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can political and social issues (25). Ammons asks whether it is ever possible for
"a member of a dominant group honestly to cross cultural boundaries," then
answers her own questions that Austin came closer than most. She never assumed that she could completely understand or represent "Amerindian" art
and culture (102).
11. Other writers I consider part of this tradition include Anzia Yezierska, Mildred
Haun, and Sui Sin Far.
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